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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This 2020-2023 Business Plan outlines how Y Prentis will continue to evolve, diversify
and grow to meet the challenges ahead. The plan has been compiled during the
economic uncertainty due to the Coronavirus (COVID 19) pandemic and will consider
how Y Prentis can play a supporting/fundamental role industries recovery in south
east Wales. It is unsure how the financial support for projects will continue and with
delay to both building and infrastructure projects “business as usual” will not be an
option. This business plan will highlight two main areas of focus, the first being a
solution to support displaced apprentices due to the pandemic and secondly,
providing a cost effective and solution for companies who will not have the long-term
confidence following the crisis to support full apprenticeships. These areas reinforce
the Y Prentis core business and support our priorities for the next three years.
In early 2021 CITB must consult with the construction industry if it wants to continue
raising Levy. It must gain the support of industry regarding the proposals for the next
Levy Order. As CITB are the main funding source for the scheme, gaining the
consensus and the subsequent funding for apprenticeships is fundamental to the
future of Y Prentis. Therefore, alternative sources of funding will be a priority in the
coming months.
The re-focused priorities will provide an opportunity for greater participation from
private developers and Small Medium Enterprises (SME) through offering
collaboration opportunities for apprenticeship delivery. By continuing to attract
quality recruits, increasing our partner base and expanding the new routes we offer,
we will be able to improve our offer sustainable opportunities in both medium and
shorter-term contracts. This has wider benefits for apprentices who in turn will gain
more extensive and diverse work experience and develop the skills for now and the
future.
For the next three years focus centers around the core business of Y Prentis and are
based on six interdependent priorities. They include attracting and delivering
apprenticeships for talented people and creating sustainable opportunities from a
strong partnership base which are embedded in social value ethos. This will be
underpinned by supported priorities which determine how we will encourage and
develop viable opportunities through community regeneration, whilst underpinning
those principles through championing community benefits design and delivery.
Consequently, maintaining collaborative relationships with our partners and
stakeholders is a vital to our success.
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INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND
Y Prentis was founded by Melin Homes and Monmouthshire County Council, in
partnership with CITB, as a not for profit company delivering a shared apprenticeship
scheme to meet the increasing demands of socially procured goods, services and works
associated with the construction industry in south-east Wales.
The scheme has become an established brand within the construction sector since being
formed in 2012, delivering quality apprenticeship support to the south-east Wales region.
In the eight years that the programme has been operating, Y Prentis has made a real
difference by helping to train more than 300 apprentices, supporting more than 120
partners and helping to deliver in excess of 650 qualifications - making a positive
contribution to the region.
The current business model offers:
•
•

Shared apprenticeship support and delivery;
Consultancy, community benefit and social value support.

Y Prentis is an evolving business effectively representing regional interests to inform a
demand-led and sustainable apprenticeship programme. Ensuring that this is informed by
strong industry engagement and considers the level of skills utilization, it has a robust
governance structure and strong focus on partnership which enables the company to
remain in line with industry trends in the region and both industry and Government
priorities. It is the Construction Industry Training Board’s (CITB) preferred supplier of
shared apprenticeships in construction for south-east Wales and is ambitious in its
direction. It currently supports the delivery of trade and technical apprenticeships.
Progressively Y Prentis will continue to diversify and tailor services to ensure we remain
current and future ready. This will be achieved through a coordinated approach within the
Valleys Taskforce area and the wider Cardiff Capital Region. In capturing and developing
future skills opportunities within the construction and associated sectors, Y Prentis will
fulfil the needs and ambitions of a wide variety of stakeholders.
This is essential for the scheme if it is to increase the range of apprenticeships being
supported throughout the associated supply chains. Growing demand to maximise
positive community benefit outcomes and social value through procurement has driven Y
Prentis to create a suite of consultancy services for procuring clients and contractors to
assist them in creating sustainable outcomes for the communities they service.
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Y Prentis will capitalise on this innovative approach in the coming years and will place
greater importance on ensuring that the mandate for community benefits and social value
is reflected in all construction-based projects be satisfied by offering consultancy services
that have been developed in support of this challenge. This is reflected within the priorities
of this business plan over the next three years.
The current skills shortage has been further exacerbated by Brexit and the subsequent
availability of migrant labour increasing pressure on the supply chains and businesses. This
means the demand for skilled labour should drive an increase in apprenticeship
opportunities.
We have been awarded an extension to the funding via CITB by Welsh Government to
increase our apprentice numbers in the Valleys Taskforce area. The funding has enabled
us to sustain the roles of Senior Marketing and Engagement Officer and an Engagement
officer. These roles will continue ensure we have the suitable and enough resources to
deliver sustainable apprenticeship opportunities in the area, fulfill our contracts and
ensure the scheme meets the needs of the industry in the future.
Y Prentis success also requires a strong partner base. Our dedicated board of directors and
the robust advisory panel has strengthened existing and developed new relationships with
partners, clients and training providers. We will continue to strengthen our links with
employer training groups and federations to grow SME participation in the scheme.
We are playing a strategic role within the Cardiff Capital Regional Region Skills
Partnership for south-east Wales. As a key member of the Construction Cluster group Y
Prentis will align with the future priorities of skills funding in line with regional
employment and skills plan, industrial and economic plan along with Welsh Governments
Policy on skills and their skills implementation plan.
The sustainability of the Y Prentis scheme is underpinned through being specified as the
preferred apprenticeship provider in the procurement of frameworks, contracts and
subcontracts. Currently Y Prentis are stipulated as an apprenticeship solution in the Build
for Wales (NHS) for SEWSCAP 3, SEWH, frameworks. We are linking with Transport for
Wales Sustainable Transport Infrastructure contracts and the development and
apprenticeships using the shared model. This ensures Y Prentis demonstrates and
provides high quality services to the communities and companies it serves through
innovative approaches to community benefits and social value design and delivery and the
support and development of solutions. The model which is flexible in meeting the
demands of the construction sector and its associated partners put Y Prentis in a unique
position when creating apprenticeship opportunities to young people within the southeast Wales.
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OUR VISION
“To provide long term sustainable apprenticeships for those in
communities we serve to help them maximise their potential”

OUR VALUES
Supportive

Efficient

Passionate

Collaborative

Fair

Innovative

Open
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To support its vision and values, Y Prentis
also has a list of aims and objectives:

Build our
customer
base
Improve our
service to our
partners

Focus on
collaboration

Develop
Social Value
solutions

Sustainable
apprenticeships for
the communities
we serve

Targeted
engagement
activities

Increase
number of
quality
apprentices

Improve
stakeholder
relations
Offer new
and
emerging
trades
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Y Prentis Objectives
•

•

Attract, develop and retain the next
generation of apprentices through
demonstrating measured success, efficiency
and sustainability
Encourage confidence of learners through
positive mentoring so they too can become
future employers of apprentices.

•

Maximise the earning capacity of our young
people by ensuring they have the right skills
and qualifications to enhance their future
career and economic resilience.

•

Promote a career offer and positive image of
the sectors when engaging and marketing
careers activities.

•

Act as an ambassador organization, creating
sustainable careers through a variety of
trade and technical apprenticeships.

•

Promote a career offer for the construction
and the associated sectors as a route to

economic prosperity for people of all
backgrounds.
•

Expand the schemes parameters to include
sectors where there are similar
characteristics that have led to market
failure.

•

Introduce of a fee- based model through
foundational economy and Cardiff Capital
Region funding to compliment or replace
CITB funding should there be changes in the
funding during 2021.

•

Provide direct social value support for
businesses through collaborative partnering
in the procurement process improving their
competitive edge and maximizing impact.

•

Grow the potential of our young people and
communities by providing wide ranging
employment support through collaborative
partnerships and the delivery of community
benefits.
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CURRENT &
NEW MARKETS

Our Current Market is where Y Prentis core
business is founded. We currently work with our
current partners on New School Build
frameworks, including SEWSCAP 3, Local Health
Board Builds and Maintenance with Build for
Wales (NHS) and new home building projects
that cover both the public and private sector
through the Housing Association network. A
recent addition to our range of apprenticeships
which spans across these is quantity surveying.
We will work with Cardiff Capital Region Skills
Partnership to address the key themes from their
employment and Skills Plan such as “Broaden
the apprenticeship offer at levels 3, 4, higher and
degree by responding to government policy
changes”

There is a greater emphasis is being placed on
the opportunities for social value through
infrastructure projects. The sectors biggest
pipeline projects in the south-east Wales region
include the Dowlias to Hirwaun dueling on
which work is likely to start in Spring 2021.
Y Prentis will be exploring new opportunities
within and through variety of other sectors
where the model can be adopted to enable all
sizes of companies to participate in
apprenticeships. These include timber frame,
modular building/off site construction and
retrofit. There are also potential opportunities in
both the rail and creative sectors and Plumbing
and electrical apprenticeships within the Valleys
Taskforce area.
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OUR PRIORITIES
The delivery of our priorities for a fit for purpose and sustainable shared apprenticeship programme over
the next three years are:
2. Deployment of a fit for purpose shared
apprenticeship scheme which meet
1. Recruit Quality Apprentices.
needs and expectations of its
stakeholders.

3. Support our stakeholders to
achieve sustainable community benefit and social value
outcomes.

4. Working with CITB, CCR, Colleges and
training providers to ensure we deliver
apprentices that meet the
construction sectors requirements.

5. Support businesses to improve their competitive edge, win new contracts and provide
opportunities for social value through shared apprenticeship and community benefit delivery.
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1. Recruit Quality Apprentices.
Strategy:
•

•
•

Actions:

Work collaboratively with colleges, into
work agencies to promote opportunities
and success of our high-quality
apprenticeships across south east Wales
Use work experience opportunities as
selection tool for recruiting apprentices.

•

Attract applicants through our website,
promotional materials and engagement
activities that reflect our quality offer.

•

Using quality recruitment process and
criteria in the selection of apprentices

•

Continuously review our engagement,
recruitment and selection process

•

Increased retention and attainment rate of
our apprentices

Act on Y Prentis Apprentice Advisory
Panel feedback to ensure exiting
apprenticeships are fit for purpose

Results:
•

Result driven engagement and
recruitment resulting in increased quality
of recruits.

2.

Deployment of a fit for purpose shared
apprenticeship scheme which meet
needs and expectations its
stakeholders.

Strategy:
•
•

•

Increase our partner base through more
effective communications and
collaboration.
Build credibility and strong relationships
through our strategic board and
employer forum.
Identify market by need through
industry research and insights to inform
business cases for routes in routes to
expand apprenticeships into other
sectors.

Actions
•
•
•

•

Effectively engage with key stakeholders
such as local authorities through our alliance
with Cardiff Capital Region.
Expand the Y Prentis board with members
that reflect the geographical area and
diversity of the scheme.
Utilize Welsh Government investment to
increase to engage with a wider range of
partners and potential talent in the Valleys
Taskforce area
Collaborate and undertake research and
development to form business cases for
funding existing and new routes.

Results:
•

A flexible and diverse scheme tailored to industry needs, providing an increased range of
opportunities for young people entering the sector.
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3. Support our stakeholders to achieve
sustainable community benefit and
social value outcomes.
Strategy:

Actions:

•

Provide our stakeholders with an efficient
cost-effective solution for the delivery of
community benefit services and social
value.
• Influence procuring clients and planning
departments to deliver apprenticeships
employment and work experience
through project objectives.
• Embed Y Prentis as the preferred
provider in the delivery of shared
apprenticeships in south-east Wales.
Results:
•

Increased opportunities for talented
people to enter the construction sector
through our community benefit services.

4.

Strategy:
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

Work with our stakeholders with a view to
include social value outcomes within the
planning and procurement process and position
Y Prentis delivery options to those being
adopted.
Expand our partner offer to include delivery
community benefits outcomes as an extension
of our support service when engaging
apprentices.
Offer a value based commercial community
benefits delivery service to partners.
Increased opportunities for talented people to
enter the construction sector through our
community benefit services.

Working with CITB, CCR, Colleges and training
providers to ensure we deliver apprentices that
meet the construction sectors requirements.
Actions:

Utilise our partners to inform and develop
•
business cases and reports that inform the
current and future skills needs in the region.
Develop links with CCR, local authorities and
providers and to tailor the training and
learning provision to meet industry require- •
ments.
Support Qualifications Wales in the
development and implementation of
qualification development.

Create diverse stakeholder intelligence within
our board engagement groups which support
collaboration and the development, knowledge
and understanding of the construction sector
requirements.
Work in alliance with CCR to deliver it mission
and priorities.

Results:
•

•
Progressive apprenticeships and effective
collaboration with stakeholders which shape
the future skills and qualifications for the
sector.

Successful business case collaborations and the
delivery and funding for future skills
requirements.
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5.

Support businesses to improve their
competitive edge, win new contracts
and provide opportunities for social
value through shared apprenticeship
and community benefit delivery.

Strategy:

Actions

•

Provide cost effective solutions support to
clients, contractors and SMEs in the creation
and delivery of sustainable apprenticeships
through projects and frameworks

•

Offer a consultancy delivery service that
supports clients, main contractors and SMEs
through the creation and demonstration of
social value.

•

Offer a holistic social value delivery
proposition to stakeholders which
compliments creation of sustainable
apprenticeships.

•

Provide a link between partners, groups and
forums to support local community
initiatives and those who are economically
inactive.

•

Increase our measured impact on Valleys
Task Force areas with increased resources.

•

Forge links with community engagement
and third-sector groups to promote social
value and corporate social responsibility.

•

A collection of case studies and reports
which demonstrates our impact in our
partners social value outcomes.

Results:
• In company support to partners utilising Y
Prentis’ services when completing tenders,
sub-contract bids and when delivering social
value outcomes.
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GOVERNANCE - MEET THE TEAM
Y Prentis is fortunate to be supported and guided by a strong Board of Directors drawn from representatives
from Y Prentis’s founder companies. This enables service delivery via an innovative and energetic delivery
team. The Board also benefits from the support and representation of CITB, industry, clients and colleges in
an advisory capacity. The Board’s make up ensures that industry, training providers and clients have a voice,
enabling us to ensure that our services are flexible in meeting the demands of a range of partners. They are
responsive to the needs of industry and as such have created a robust Advisory Panel, consisting of
representatives from the construction sector who advise the Board on the requirements of the sector. Y
Prentis is also pleased to benefit from support and guidance form Cardiff Council, Coleg Gwent and the Civil
Engineering Contractors Association (CECA).

Adrian Huckin
Executive Director of Innovation, Culture and Improvement

Hanna Jones
Youth Enterprise Manager at Monmouthshire County Council

Adrian is a graduate of the University of York and a fellow of the
Institute of Housing. Adrian joined Melin Homes in September 2010
having previously worked in both the public and housing association
sectors. His housing career spans a total of 35 yearsand includes
senior management role with Newport and Torfaen Councils and Bron
Afon Community Housing.

Hannah started working with Monmouthshire County Council’s Youth
Service as a part-time coordinator for the young people’s centre in
Chepstow, the first of its kind in Monmouthshire. It was from here she
became full-time, taking the lead in developing three more centres in
Monmouth, Caldicot and Abergavenny and supporting a team of youth
workers. She then went on to work with the Youth Service, leading post 16
projects.

He is passionate about services excellence, equality of opportunity
and making a difference to people’s lives. He is also a company
Director of Y Prentis

Hanna is driving the skills and employability agenda forward for the local
authority. She recently wrote the apprenticeship, graduate and internship
strategy which focuses on working with people services and creating new
employment opportunities for young people and adults throughout
Monmouthshire.

Lyndon Griffiths
Land Director for Candleston

Robert O’Dwyer
Head of Infrastructure for Cardiff Capital Region City Deal

Lyndon is responsible for acquisition of new land opportunities, key
client relationship management with both Private and Public Sector,
networking with the wider professional development sector and coordination of landbids. He has been the lead officer on strategic
developments such as Crick Road, Grove Farm and Coed Glas.

Rob has been a director of Y Prentis for the past five and is passionate about
opportunities for young people and making a difference to people’s lives in
the region. Rob is the Head of Infrastructure for Cardiff Capital Region City
Deal with responsibility for oversight of the Compound Semiconductor
Cluster Engagement, Sites and Premises Fund and Regional Energy
Strategy.

Lyndon has previously held senior positions in both the Housing
Association sector and also with large private construction
developers. He brings a wealth of knowledge and experience to
Candleston in relation to liaison with Welsh Government, Local
Authorities and the construction industry for the delivery of both
private and affordable housing across many counties of operation.
In his previous roles he has been responsible for co-ordinating new
business opportunities, including land bids, securing S106
opportunities, package deals, PQQ/ITT bid submissions and
marketing of the business.

Rob graduated as a quantity surveyor from Bristol University. He has held
senior positions within local government for over 20 years, as Head of
Business Transformation and formerly Head of Property Services &
Procurement. During this time he was responsible for delivering major
capital investment projects and operational facilities management.
Outside of work Rob is a keen traveller, cyclists and tennis player. More
recently he has purchased a VW camper van and is looking forward to
touring around the UK.
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Delivery Team
Administrative
Apprentice
Kathryn Weed
Assistant Manager

Nicola Murray
Performance &
Employment Officer
Programme Manager
Darryl Williams

Apprentice Engagament
Officer

Kellie Hobbs

Senior Marketing &
Engagement Officer
Angelika Niemanski

Engagement Officer
Robyn Marshall

Lee Thomas (CITB)

Partner and Apprentice Advisory Panels
The well-established Partner advisory panel helps guide they Prentis Board in identifying trends
and opportunities within the construction sector. The panel meets quarterly and is comprised of
representatives from construction companies, clients and support agencies. The panel is chaired
by Tom Davies from Morgan Sindall and is an important vehicle in identifying the needs of
industry and our partner companies that provide host placements for apprentices, advise about
recruitment patterns help us to plan our future activity.

Our Apprentice panel was introduced to obtain feedback from our apprentices on their
experiences with our host partners, their opinions of Y Prentis as an employer and the shared
model. It has been and will continue to be an important vehicle for giving our apprentices a voice
and acting as a continuous improvement conduit to views and opinions that shape our scheme.
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THE BUSINESS MODEL
Y Prentis is supported by the Construction
Industry Training Board CITB and Welsh
Government. The scheme has been developed
to offer the construction industry a flexible
apprenticeship provision which assists in
meeting corporate social responsibility targets
within government contracts.
The business model is based on the requirement
on commissioners to consider early on, not only
economic and environmental issues, but also the
social benefit of their approaches to
procurement. Part of the requirements to secure
new work will often include Apprenticeship
recruitment as a requirement of the tendering
process. Employers that support apprentices
can generally expect to get more invitations to
tender.

The Y Prentis Shared Apprenticeship business
model allows employers to enjoy all the benefits
of an apprentice, without the direct employment
responsibility as this is taken up by the Y Prentis.
The scheme aims to provide a solution to
employers involved in the procurement process
so they can make a commitment to a young
person, even though their contract on site may
only be for a short period.
Procurement is pooled within a region and the
apprentice rotated from one contractor to
another, until they have completed their full
Apprenticeship framework at Level 2 or 3. This
means that employers can still play an important
part in training as the scheme allows them to
take on an apprentice, for as short a duration as
three months, with no commitment to the
apprentice at the end.

BENEFITS TO THE EMPLOYER
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Hassle-free hiring
Interview and selection taken care of
Flexibility of short or long-term
placements with no commitment to
employ the apprentice at the end
Saves a company HR, payroll and
holiday pay from directly employing an
apprentice
All mandatory training and CSCS card
taken undertaken
A skilled apprentice ready to be taken on
once qualified
Additional support offered around
community benefits and social value
Wide ranging client knowledge of
‘graduating’ apprentices.

BENEFFITS TO THE EMPLOYEE
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

A chance to complete a full framework and
secure an apprenticeship
A broad and diverse experience offered
through movement between different
contractors
An opportunity to secure long term
employment
Experience with several companies giving
apprentices ‘long interview processes’ with
each for potential employment
opportunities
Job search support from the Y Prentis
team
All college fees and additional training paid
A full range of trades covered
Over 95% of our apprentices go onto
permanent employment
Employment support offered after
completion of apprenticeship
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FUNDING

CHANGES TO FUNDING

the number of apprentices which can
be supported by CITB through the
shared model has been capped at 50
new starters per year. However,
special funding has been secured
from WG to increase the number of
apprentices within the Valleys
Taskforce area by 30, increasing our
annual intake from 50 to 80.

In early 2021 CITB must consult with the construction
industry for permission to continue raising Levy. It must
gain the support of industry regarding the proposals for
the next Levy Order. As CITB are the main funding
source for the scheme, gaining the consensus and the
subsequent funding for apprenticeships is fundamental
to the future of Y Prentis. In addition, Welsh Government will cease Young Recruits payments in 2021
creating a further shortfall. And with the managing
agency contact also out for tender in 2021 the future
apprenticeship picture is an uncertain one. Therefore,
alternative sources of funding will be a priority in the
coming months.

Y Prentis benefits from funding from the
following sources:
▪

CITB Attendance and
Achievement Grants
▪ Young Recruits Programme
Funding
▪ Hosting fees
▪ Welsh Government wage subsidy
(Valleys Task Force Area)
▪ Community benefit delivery sales
▪ Consultancy sale

Y Prentis is a regional programme and benefits from
the special status of being CITB’s partner of choice in
the delivery of shared apprenticeships across southeast Wales. Y Prentis by its very nature supports the
construction industry and key investment projects in
south-east Wales. Working across the ten local
authorities places Y Prentis in a position to attract
funding through project based investment. Other
potential funding streams includes:
• Cardiff Capital Region Funding
• National Lottery Funding
• Welsh Government Valleys Taskforce Funding
• Welfare to Work

INVESTMENT
We are conscious that our funding sources drive the types of activity that could be funded. At
present, these would be restricted to capital or revenue-based projects that enhance the training
facilities or provision to support the construction industry, particularly relating to up-skilling within
companies. Y Prentis is developing a strategy to deal with surpluses. This will involve the following:
▪
An agreement of the principles around expenditure with the Y Prentis Board
▪
Development of projects and frameworks in consultation with construction. investment partners
such as Cardiff Council who are leading on SEWSCAP3 and SEWH respectively.
Investment from the local authorities in south east Wales through Cardiff Capital Region alliance
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Special Status and Competition

The Board is advised by Y Prentis Management and observed by CITB. It operates an open
accounting procedure. It’s terms of reference state that surpluses generated by the
company will be reinvested to support further apprenticeship development or added value
activities. The conditions of CITB grant require that a special purpose vehicle is established
to run shared apprenticeships, the rationale being that the organisation’s core purpose is to
deliver shared apprenticeships and it will not be diverted to deliver other activities.

Our host employers are private sector construction companies who are within CITB ‘scope’.
They understand the operations of a small business and the importance of good cash flow.
Our client organisations reinforce this principle through their procurement frameworks to
protect small suppliers. As a ‘small private sector supplier’ of apprenticeships developed to
support client’s targeted recruitment and training, client’s contracts support our cash flow.
This gives Y Prentis weight that we would not have as a department of a larger organisation.
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Sustainability of Y Prentis
Y Prentis is the only CITB approved deliverer of shared
apprenticeships in south-east Wales and as such has special
status without a competing scheme. Unlike project-based
funding, Y Prentis is not time limited. The funding for the
opportunities comes from several key sources, CITB grants,
Welsh Government special funding, Young Recruits
Programme funding, consultancy services and community
benefit delivery which are funded by the construction
companies themselves. CITB grants are paid from the levies
they receive from in scope companies. This provides Y Prentis
with sustainable, core funding, which provided we continue to
perform well for CITB, will continue.
The Y Prentis Advisory Panel is made up of members of
industry and clients offering contract opportunities and guides
the future development of the company. In this way, Y Prentis
will be driven and directed by the needs of the industry. CITB
observe the Y Prentis Board and work closely with Y Prentis
management, advising on trends and requirements for
additional opportunities. We work closely with these two
groups to develop an ongoing programme of work to inform our
apprentice volume projections. This information also helps our
discussions with training providers about our future and existing
needs.

Equality &
Diversity
Y Prentis is committed
to the sharing of good
practice in relation to
equality and diversity
as laid out in our policy.
As well as engaging
with traditional
apprentices we will aim
to encourage
individuals who are
underrepresented in
construction trades,
including females, BME
groups and those with a
disability.
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Marketing Strategy
Y Prentis will we will support 80 apprentices per year, including 30 form
the Valleys Taskforce area. To do this effectively a marketing strategy
has been developed that will deliver a response to both recruitment of
apprentices and support from suitable host contractors.
A Senior Marketing and Engagement Officer and Engagement Officer
have been appointed who are continuing to develop and implement the
marketing and business development strategy and take it forward in
conjunction with this business plan.

Key Performance Indicators 2019/20
KPI

Description

Measure
Source

Yearly
Target

Payroll report

80

1

Number of apprentices on scheme

2

Number of apprentices from the Valleys
Taskforce area

Cascade HR

60

3

Percentage of apprentices who have Perfect
Start

Audit report

100%

4

Apprentice Retention rate

Tracking report

95%

5

Percentage of Apprenticeship Framework
completions

CITB report

85%

6

Percentage of apprentices in full time
employment after completion

Exit interview

95%

7

Amount of revenue lost to YP leave

Monthly accounts

£8K

8

Number of Riddor Reportable health and
safety incidents

Database

0

Actual
Q1

Actual
Q2

Actual
Q3

Yearly
Actual
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Management Information and Systems
An information database and management system is in development
which will capture all associated data in relation to apprentice tracking
and progress.

In addition to adding value to the apprenticeship

programme it will enable the team to maximise the wrap around
services and support available to apprentices. The system will be
operated in line with current GDPR guidelines. Administrative staff
check 100% of data gathered for quality and will provide SMART
reporting.

Finance
Y Prentis financial forecasting, monitoring and reporting is undertaken by the
Melin Homes accounts team in consultation with the Programme Manager
and is overseen by the Y Prentis board.
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Risk Assessment Table
In relation to managing the risks identified, some risks factors are out of our control. Y Prentis rely
upon CITB and Welsh Government as our key funders. Risk factors will be managed on a day-today basis by the Shared Apprenticeship Management Team with assistance where identified by the
Board.
Risk
•

Inadequate supply of
suitable recruits to satisfy
apprentice-ship
opportunities created.

•

Standards

•

•

•

Insufficient employer host
opportunities identified by
staff to sustain scheme
business model.

Removal, cancellation or
changes in CITB and/or
Welsh Government
contracts and funding.
Apprenticeship levy - bad
debtors

Impact
•

Letting partners down. Failure
to deliver business plan
objectives.

•

Reputation and perception of
scheme.

•

Loss of business as partners
will look elsewhere.

•

Loss of income due to not
fulfilling contracts.

•

Lack of apprentice placements
and failure of scheme.

•

Financial loss and poor
reputation of scheme.

•

Deficiency in funding. Inability
to fund apprenticeships.

•

Negative cash flow - scheme
cannot self-sustain.

•

Scheme ends.

Mitigating Action
•

Positive marketing and
promotion of Y Prentis in
Colleges, careers and job
fairs.

•

Improved offer and more
effective support from the Y
Prentis team.

•

Effective staff monitoring and
reporting of scheme
performance.

•

Formation of strong advisory
panel and development of an
extensive partner database.

•

Introduction of partner
memorandum of
understanding.

•

Scheme embedded in major
project and framework
community benefit and
targeted recruitment and
training key performance
indicators.

•

Extension and development of
the route offered.

•

Exploration of other sources
of funding i.e. direct employer
and client funding through
framework and major project
community benefits and social
value funding.

